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Due to the ~riy requests about the Alum. Oldsmobile V.g Eng.
I have called Geo. Morse at Auto Aviation Development Co.,
2004 Koopman Ave., Santa Cruz, Calif. Having just hung up the
phone, I pass alon~ the followinginforrnation as a result of
our conversation. He has now completed 120 hours of flight in
his Skybolt with the above engine. Cruise speed at this time
is 130 MPH at 23" of ~lan. Press. and 2300 RPlv1. Fuel consump- .
tion is running from 7.5 to 10.5 GPH. using a PS5BD Press.Carb
Rate of Climb is approx. 1$00 FPM. He has replaced the oil
pan -rocker box covers ( steel) with Alum. repl~~cementsl
He isntt sure of the Horsepower output at the prop
shaft but I would venture a guess that it is in the 19OI

HP. range. He feels that the prop !
he is swinging is too large for thel
engine and that he is not able to
turn the crankshaft at speeds that

are capable with this engine. He has
p~ops coming one is a J blade) and plans r~rthe~
in this department. His current prop is an g2" con.
speed McCauley. He asked me to relay the message
has received many inquiries and vlill answer them

as soon as he can. There is still a lot of
to do to ~each his goal of 260HP.

Jl .-
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In a letter to this \'/riter, the
owners of l2 flying "BOLTS" have a
whole bunch of'inearly completes" .an-
other mailing in Jan.So far, there has oeen no response
from the Pacific Northwest. Most of the replys have been
from Southern Calif., New Mexico and Arizona. Keep an eye
on these pages for the latest update.

~

RU.DDER TRIM BE PREPARED TO INSTALL A TAB
,

After talking to many Skybolt owners and viewing the field,
it looks as though you might just as well prepare for in-
stalling a fixed tab or a controllable tab if you prefer.

.Another \"lay togo about it is to install a rudder trim con-
trol that regulates the spring pressure of the right rudder
cable return 'spring.

~~

It seems that no matter what the vertical fin offset is or
whether the engine has do~Jn thrust and side thrust, you
will require a constant small amount of right rudder in
cruise power configuration.

.,

~~~

You are in luck if you haven't yet covered the rudder. I..
small plate welded to the trailing edge and one rib makes
a secure plate on which to mount the fixed tab. A couple
of "2 lug Anchor Nuts"ri veted to the backside of the plate
makes an easy job of installing the tab if you decide that
you want to and most likely will. I,1ake the Tab at the same
time so you have matched holes. Faint the tab during the
painting operations and it will be ready for use at a mo-
ments notice. FIG. #l-shows how it all goes together.
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Wbtl$ fJ8(e lis.ed "1at rnet.hod 1. OK in" limit.. Mn.:e n4
I h&..,e ta:k.n ttbe ~xt~. "t1rne t;" mli.kfj a .81:J'.ple *awln~ -
in FIG. ,Ill, I p,r:erer .t.'Q ~ the Adj1le'ta.ble .j;uddu ~Fwg

1en8i~n route. 1 r.j.~t the Adju~t.4bl. ~ {.reroot'.ly kdj.~
.ince .it aaa w...igbt a1\d some complexity 0.! tn.ch.a.t1.i.D'J.
:t'm .:i&r. tilat mo,8t of ,you are fJ Jar~ 'that 4 Fi'XB:d Tab ie
ett.ct1ve 01'1'1y .a't a' given ~r:1;1.i5e ,pow,r ~onti(!;ura.ti()n. It

yoq inc!".Ii.~e the powe:!' or d.crea5.e the power, we no .~r
have "F'eet orf" triJn. "fhe $a.roe appltes if we eontinue tc

~y. th. V.rtic'9.1 l1n to the lett- The Fin is 1n a f'ixed
po.ltion andtne end result. are the sap1e as .for a rued
t~'b.Slne* we have "plenty of Rudder area in the Skybo.lt, I
PN.fet'to l.eave the 'Vert. Fin IOn the centerlin:e of' ti!e
a1rtra.tn.. '!"Drque ie not a problem even with "the larger

englne$. that l>uil~ers are ,using. Over the years I have seen
al,.cra.tt with the Vert. Fin o!£-set 60 far that 'it r.esul-
ted ina grotesque transitlon point where the fin meets :the
turtledeck. What all of this boils down to is that we are
..king comprimis~s in order to build a plane that has good
cruise trim- \fuile the offset of the Vert. Fin will help
to accompii6h some of our objective it will only do so much
since the lower portion of the fin is operating in the tur-
bulent downwash of the top wing, especially in Skybolts
vi tJ1 open co.ckpits. To prove this point, have your front
seat passenger hold his arms up §lnd grasp the hand hold on
the top'wing while you are cruising. You will immediately
teel the wind blowing down the back of your neck in the rear
seat,dis-appear. The turbulent flow from the top wing, open
cockpits and cabane struts do little' to enhance the effe~-
tivness of the Vert. Fin off-set.

A potent factor in the desire of an airplane to turn left
is the swirling slipstream of the'prop that.hits the left
side of the fin and rudder. Fuselage design plays an im-
portant part in this respect and since the wings tend to
dampen this effect a biplane has less tendency to do so as
a result of this factor. At brake release on take-off, high

power and low airspeed will show up as a decided left turn
as the tail is raised. Some people call this 'tTorquetl

when actually what is happening is Gyroscopic Pre-
cession. Lower the tail and,the aircraft will 'tend to go
right. "Torque my eyet'. One more factor to add to "Gyro-
scopic Precession is the weight of the prop. The effect will
be d~cidedly more pron9unced with a heavy constant. speed
prop. Therefore. in high powered aircraft and as Q $t:a.ndaM
take-off technique, we add poi~er gradually and let the air-
craft roll along in 3 point attitude u-ntil we gather sp..d.
At this point as we lift th~ tail. the tendency to tu~n lett
will be greatly dimin1shed.Due to the increased ~ir5p..a our
rudder will be in full directional control. At th1a polrtt 1.11
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DEAN M. HALL. M.D.. INC. 301 W. BAsTANCHURY RD. SUITE 20
DI~LDMATE FULLERTON. CALIFORNIA 92e3~

AMERICAN BOARD OF OTOLARYNGOLOGY PHONE 17141 87g.2311 .

GENE RENCK. M.A.CERTIFIED CLINICAL AUDIOLOGIST

November 14, 1977

Mac McKenzie
Starfire Aviation Inc.
910 Ho Ho Kam Drive
Tempe, Arizona 85281

Dear Mac:

I have some thoughts that you might be
interested in. These continued
flying and more aggressive am doing. The
first thought is that my is little bit
too effective. The servo part of seems to be
a little bit too strong in some This nas not been
a real problem, because it to the controls
to the stops, but recently while -spin, I
relaxed the stick in the neutral position and it spontaneously
went back to the almost full forward position.

This may be relieved somewhat when I increase the horizontal
stabilizer incidence from plus ~ to plus 10. When this is done
there will need to be a little less forward trim in both the
upright and inverted flight modes. When we have done this,
I will let you know again how the trim works. There has been
no real problem with it but I have some concern that I would
rather not have it so sensitive that it gets somebody into
trouble.

My engine is mounted in the 0-0 thrust line. I have
a fair size rudder tab on. The rudder pressures are
arid so I have no objection to the 0-0 position.
to me that a little more offset in the vertical
might be indicated. My vertical stab is offset 3!41! I would
recommend 1-1~1!. This observation is confirmed on George's new
180hp Bolt even with offset thrust.

I am still getting some inquiries regarding the airplane and
have referred some people to you regarding the landing gear
system. Appafently I will be having a feature article in
Sport Aviation in the February issue and this may bring more
requests.

)
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~r. liall has an adju:sta'bl- rudder trim sy$tem it} his "Bolt-
but 1t has never really worked to well. It 15 operat~d by
a Verpier Control cable. 1~he spring that it cOntrol. is a
torsional type, wrapp.ed around one 0! the rudder pedal a~lee." -

I have wri tten t.o him suggesting that be r.e-wo:rk i t. I fee1-
sure that once he has more range of control with h1;8 3ystem,

he will like it.

In FIG. #2.we see a .5imple Rudcter Trim control eystem that
regulates the return spring pressure on the right hand rudder
cable. It i.s difficult at this point "00 tell you just what
size spring to install since the frictional forces will vary
from Skybolt t.o Skybolt. You rniF;ht start however, by going
to your local automotive supply store and buy a carburetor
throttle return spring that is about ~" in dia. and .3" ~---
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while others steel

that have been roll threaded. In case, the
Torque Method of tightening will produce proper tension. To
start with, I am assuming that you still have the \ving in
question mounted on your Spar Bench and have'used a set of
Trammel Points to square the wing before you glued any ribs
or compression members in place. While the spars are still
clamped to the spar racks, ( start with tr.e center set of
wires in low&r wings) and evenly tighten the wires usir!g a
Torque \"french. The 3/16" wires are tightened to 25 inch Ibs .
Next go to the outboard set and repeat the procedure. Then
come back to the inboard set of 1/4" wires and tighten them
to 60 inch Ibs. All nuts are of the AN315 type. After all
wires have been tightened, install another AN315 nut as a
Jamb Nut and torque to the same value. I am also assuming that
you have installed a compression member at the root ribs
of the lower wings before proceeding with the tightenin~ of
the wires.

In the case of the top wing we start \vith the wires on each
side of the center of the \ving and proceed towards the win~
tips, alternating from one side of the wing to the other as
we go. Using the Torque !~ethod, you will find that the wires
will produce an even tone quality when plucked like a guitar
string. A good set of Torque \vrenches is agood investment.
Don't buy the "Cheapies". It's a waste of money. I prefer
those made by Snap-on but there are other good ones avail-
able. To give you and idea of cost (They're not cheap) I
paid $70 for my .:', drive -5 to 50 inch lb. wrench. My 3/$"
drive and ~" drive cost $60 and $50 respect:.vely.

After you have torqued the nuts on all wires, release the
clamps holding the spars to the spar rack. Now, re-check
the squareness of the wing involved with a set of trammel
points to see if there has been any chanRe. If there has
been a change in trammel measurement, you must now go back
to the beginning and re-tighten the wires in sequence with-
out the spars being clamped in the racks. You must constantly
check each bay with the trammel points as you proceed.

/
Since the AN315 type nut is about the same as an AN364 or
AN320 with regards to the number of threads inside of the
nut and the beari~g face area, we use a Torque Value in the

.Iabove process that amounts to 607° of the value of AN365 ~r
AN3l0 Cad. Plated Nuts used on a bolt made from material
of 90,000 p.s.i. strength.

)

I
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NUTTO~Q~

NOTI: Th. nu~ tQrque valuee listed below aTe ior Ca~um
plated. 011 trfte threads. All values are 1n Inch Pound.-

AN 310 Nut6 AN)21 NUt8 AN '10 Nuts AN320 Nuta
T.n81on type Shear typB on 90,000 ps1 ~~ 0! pre

bolt8 c..ding colwnn
~ .~

c

g-32 12-1S 7-9 20 12
10-32 20-25 12-15 40 25
J;-.2g 50-70 30-40 100 60
5/16-24 100-140 60-g5 225 l4O
3/S-24 160-190 95-110 390 240
7/16-20 450-500 270-300 g40 .500
.-20 4g0-690 290-410 1100 660

-
" -~ ~. .
Coarse Threads--

12
21
4.5
100

170
260

520

8-32
10-24
=-20
5/16-18
3/8-16
7/16-14
i-1J

~~

Alum. tubing O.D. Torque in
)DO3-0 or 5052"-0 Inch lbs .

1/4" 40-65
5116 " 60-80

.318" 7S-12S
1/2" 150-2;0
'/8" 200-);0
.3/4" 300-500
1" )00-?00

r --1 --j I
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If ~ie Ivere building a Beech
ing problem 1;-:ould be quit~ simple .
FIG. lf3 was taken a f a ~vell
7.,. ~r:o...;s a \iing :-act fairinf!: that wol11d oe on ~h,,=

3onanza b--lt leaves a lct ta be desi:-ed on 7he
s ,:ience o f streamlining r.as shown that iirlere 't.'e ha ve a fl:l ~

.,.4 , ~ ~ - h 90 - 1 ' h ~
1S:l ec" ::ISe.l.age wJ.t a' cegree a:1g e oet','ieeQ t. e :.use-Qge

and the ...ling, ' e have minimum drag and no need for a fille'C .
..-:...~ ~ 'r," n1o'+"-qi!).-on. a..-, da i n 1 .~+-",.-n ...le nc:l./e a ..au..c..~a .!."l~e...<;i.~~ on alone r -a.r!g e, lo..vAr-

fere;":e drag inc:-ec.SeE :-apidly. Consequently we must clea~

up this area "lith the praper size wing root fairi!1g:. The

fillet should extend from a in fr,:,rlt a f the wi!1t.'. to
a pai!1.t aft af the tr:.; The radius of the fillet

s~ould oe ~ the t-hi wing. In our case this-is
'"' ;. "
.::~."'

~;J:
,~;,c" +';:: .: .j.~

~~~~

~'!it.h the above i:: mind lets start the: )nstr~.lctio:-J. o f 1:,he
fillet. You can go about it in a couple of ~!~ys. }~ir3t, if
you di slike Metal :~orming jrou can make a lay-up fibergl.~ss
fairing. Seco~dly, we can ma:.'.:e the fairi!1g our. cf 3 pieces,.~ ~,. ' -t. ',,~ ' -:-~ ~.. rY1t ' '"\-1:)... o l.lm. ay vIle "o.na -:).I.-, 4g ...e nvu.)



'na. "thod that we will dtscull here i.. th. hand .t'o!-.1ed
alurnlnwa fairings. For tho8. of you wi.shing to go the

fibergla55 route, you can obtain more information in the
April 197:3 i8.'Jue of Sport Avia'tion magazine on page8 1.,2
thru 46.

TD start the hand :forming method we must !ir$t make 8
heavy brown paper pattern while one of the lower wings ie
in place on the fuselage and the angle of dihedral is set
at 2} degrees. A sawhorse out near the tip or lx4 stilts
clamped to the spars will do ni~ely. Now we cut a piece of
bro\,Jn paper 12" wide by the length necessary to go t:rom
the rear landing gear fitting up over the wing and 12ft past
the trailing edge of the wing. Make an index mark on ~he
leading edge of the wing and on the paper 30 we can con-
stantly refer to them for alignment. In FIG.#4 you will
notice that we cut a wedge or pie shaped piece out or the
pattern at the leading edge. We now gradually move the pat-
tern towards the fuselage shaping the fillet as we go until
the pattern is overlapping the root rib of the wing l",from
leading edge to trailing edge. At this point we tape the
pattern in place with masking tape. Use little pieces o:f
tape in many spots. The reason that we have cut out the pie
shaped piece is because it is impossible to stretch the
metal in as many compound curves as we need all at the same
time. Later on we will make a fill-in piece of alum. and
weld it in the pie shaped area.

~,
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After pattern has been made, lay it out on Q sh..t of
6061-0 x .040. Cut the piece 1" Outside of the pattern
where it meets the rusel~ge. Remove wing from the
and place it on a sawhorse. DO NOT CUT T~ PI~ S}lA~En
OUT OF THE ALul'Jl. UNt.rIl. YOu HAVE \fflAPPED THE rILLiT
WING AND SECURED IT IN PO~ITION ~JIT~ #4 5HEE~1ETAL

'l'ttE
~
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We start tr.e process
To

wrapped around the wing
fillet.

wood 5"and 12" long. To make the piece of wood easier to
handle you can fasten a screen door handle or other "U't
shaped bracket to it. Now place the wood block on the
fillet and gently form the radius with the rubber hammer.
If at anytime the metal becomes v/ork hardenep you can re-
anneal it by first coating the surface with the black soot
from your acetylene welding torch set to produce a sooty
flame ( Almost IOOI'~ acetylene) Now set the flame neutral
and burn the &oot off. Presto! the aluminum is annealed.

After the fillet is formed we now cut and fit a piece of
alum. to fit the pie shaped cut-out. This should be Heli-
arc welded in place. Using auto body finishing techniques
we proceed to finish the fillet. All lo\".r spots must be bumped
out or filled with body putty and filed or sanded. The por-
tion of the fillet that goes under the wing is nearly a
flat sheet and easily made and screwed to the wing root.
Prior to painting the fillet it should be scrubbed with et-
ching solution and a Scotch-Brite pad. Next we sprayon
epoxy zinc chromate primer which is wet sanded after it is
dry. The next application to make is one of auto body sand-
ing primer which is also wet sanded between coats. When
all areas are filled and smoothJ paint it with your color.
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A 6.rioUI om1eeion in t~1 plQn v1ew of tbe
is,the corner blocks required at the inter
the rib. and $PQrs. The built-up wing rib

shown 1~ the plans requir.~ them on the tron~ "
iac. or the front Gpar but the MB. 0! th. riba e:hould"~
be re-4e81.cned 80 they may b. tn-corpo;rated. Ju~t :oon-
$lder the fact that app~ox. 75~ of the lift of the wing
1. ~arr1ed by the first 25~' of the cord. Thc8e 0! you
who are building Spar-Craft supplied wing kits will find
a generous supply of corner block mat~rial in the kit and
must be used at 4 points on both the front spar and the
rear spar. The plans type built-up rib is sure to end up
with broken nose ribs after a hard aerobatic li.t'e. Just
ask some of the guys who own Pitts. FIG. #5 3hows how to
make the built-up ribs and FIG. #6 shows where to put the
blocks on routed ribs.

.5. Sheet #7*~~ and Sheet #6 ** The plans lead a person to be-
lieve that all you do is nail or rivet the trailing edges
to the tips of the ribs without any other re-inforcement.
In the first place. FORGET ABOUT lJAILING THE TRAILING EOOES
TO THE RIBS. Use soft countersunk rivets to do the job
after you have plated each side of the tailing edge of the
ribs with 1/8" Birch plywood. Carry the plate forward l~".

6. Sheet #9 :~* The plans call out a 314" x314" compression i
member to be glued on the root rib. Make the root rib the
last full sized rib to be installed and put a compression
member on both side of the rib. No compression member or
any kind is sho\,m on Sheet #7. Be sure to glue the com-
pression members on the ribs absolutely level and centered
on the MAC Line. It will prove useful when rigging.

7. Sheet #7 ** The only holes that should be drilled in the
spars ( this takes place after the spars have been posi-
tioned on the wing bench and leveled) are 1/6" pilot holes
using the spar butt plates as templates. The wing mounting
bolt hole stays 1/8" until the wing has been put in posi-
t1on against the fuselage for welding on the rear spar fit"t1.ng.
0£ course the ribs are slipped on the spars and approxi~t.ly
positioned be£ore the spars are clamped to the bench. lou
~~ now glue the t" Birch plates on the spar butts One a~ a
time. When the glue is driedt"Back-Drill the plates usi-ng;
the pilot holes. Now put ~he Birch plates on the o~her ra~e
of the spars. \'i'hen glue is dried. "Back-Drill these plates.
DO NOT DRILL ANY HOLES FOR AILERON HINGES) BE11.CRANK BIut'CKF~~
OR LANDING \vIHE FITtrINGS ( These are in-correQtly l.bel~
Fly1ng Wire Fittings on Sheet #7) The spar butt plat.s ~an
now be installed by gradually increasing th~ drill sile up
to a Letter'tC" size drill and then ream w1 t.h e. ~- real:\~r.
Don't get carr1eQ away wi

.'
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